Numerical Analysis and Preliminary Experimental Validation of a Heteropolar Electrodynamic Bearing
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Abstract — In this paper we describe the numerical simulations of a Heteropolar Electrodynamic Bearing and compare them with some experimental data taken on a prototype in quasi-static state. The device is composed of a cylindrical permanent magnet rotor and six coils fixed onto the stator. The system has been simulated by means of a dedicated numerical code (“EN4EM” - Electric Network for Electromagnetics), previously developed for research purposes. The software is based on a 3D integral formulation and it is able to numerically simulate coupled multi-degree of freedom electro/mechanical problems. The comparison between computed and measured data are fully satisfactory.

Index Terms — Coupled analysis, electrodynamic bearings, integral formulation, permanent magnets.

I. INTRODUCTION

The modern technologies of Magnetic Levitation systems (MAGLEV) allow developing contact-free bearings which are appealing in many technological applications like high-speed drives, high-precision or vacuum devices, and so on [1]. Active magnetic bearings [2] offer great possibilities in terms of control and can achieve high stiffness. Although they operate quite well, some drawbacks, such as the complexity, overall dimensions, and cost of the control system, limit their diffusion. On the other hand, passive magnetic bearings [3], which do not require control system, seem to be a valid alternative. Unfortunately, passive magnetic suspensions suffer from the intrinsic instability (Earnshaw’s theorem [4]) and great efforts must be devoted to design reliable stabilization devices.

Passive Electrodynamic Bearings (EDBs) belong to the latter category [5]. The EDBs can be classified into two groups depending on whether the magnetic field produced by the permanent magnets (PM) is homopolar or heteropolar. In these devices the forces that restore the rotor in the equilibrium position arise from currents induced by the relative motion between the permanent magnets and the conductive parts of the bearing. In many cases the null-flux coils can be used in order to achieve a higher energy efficiency [6]. In such kind of configurations, when the rotor is in the equilibrium position, the coils experience no varying magnetic flux and no current flows in the system. On the contrary, if the rotor is not in the equilibrium position the varying magnetic flux produces a non-zero electromotive force and consequently a current flows in the coils. Then, if properly designed, a restoring force can be obtained, allowing the rotor to come back to its equilibrium position. To properly design null flux centering heteropolar EDB, guidelines are given in [6]: the identity q = p ± 1 has to be respected, where q and p are the number of pole pairs of the winding and permanent magnets, respectively.

In order to design passive magnetic bearings and to investigate their performance, many analytical and numerical models have been developed [7]–[12]. However, they have some limitations especially when dealing with the dynamic operation of electro-mechanical systems, under six degree of freedom (DOF). Also the application of the finite-element method (FEM) to systems with moving conductors presents some difficulties, mainly due to the coupling of meshes attached to bodies in relative motion [13]. They usually require a large number of unknowns to obtain a desired accuracy in multi-degree of freedom problems [14]. Moreover, the meshes and consequently the matrices involved in the calculations have to be updated during the motion and the analysis of unbounded domains requires special treatments [15].

In this paper an alternative approach is used to develop a numerical model capable to investigate the complex operation of passive magnetic bearings. This approach is based on an integral formulation [16] in which the problem of coupling moving meshes does not arise since only the discretization of the active regions is required. However, the integral formulations also present some limitations, usually related to the numerical
solution of the model. In fact, the main drawbacks are the matrix setup time and matrix solution time. The paper is organized as follows: the proposed device, and the numerical formulation are described in Sections II and III. Section IV briefly describes the test bench, while Section V discusses the comparison between the computed and the experimental data.

II. PROPOSED DEVICE

The Heteropolar Electrodynamic Bearing under investigation with the main dimensions is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

The main characteristics of the device are:

- The rotor is a 1 pole pair annular NdFeB magnet, with diametrical magnetization and remanence Br=1.3 T.

- The stator is composed of a 3-phase system with 2 pole pairs. Each phase is made of series connection of 2 coils, in the way that when the rotor is perfectly centered the induced electromotive force (EMF) is zero, respecting criteria given in [6]. Each coil has 560 turns of 0.2 mm copper wire. There is no ferromagnetic yoke behind the coils.

- The nominal airgap when the rotor is centered is 4 mm.

The analysis of the system requires the use of numerical models able to simulate coupled electro/mechanical problems with up to six degree of freedom (6 DOF).

III. THE NUMERICAL FORMULATION

The device has been analyzed by means a numerical code ("EN4EM" - Electric Network for Electromagnetics), previously developed for research purposes [17]. It is based on a 3D integral formulation that reduces the diffusion equation to an equivalent network with time varying parameters. The values of the parameters in the electrical equations are function of the position of the rotor. The equations describing the rotor dynamics with 6 DOF are inherently nonlinear because of the dependence of the force on the position of the rotor itself.

Furthermore, the problem of rigid body dynamics is coupled with the diffusion equation of the magnetic field. The main numerical formulation characteristics are: (a) only active (usually conductive) parts of a device must be discretized; (b) coupling with external lumped circuits is straightforward. The main drawbacks, instead, are the matrix setup time and the matrix solution time. These matrices are densely populated, and this may require (relatively) long computational times to get the solution. Anyhow, since this formulation is highly parallelizable, recent improvements in multicore CPUs or GPUs, allows to reduce the computation time.

The details of the adopted formulation and the development of a C-code exploiting the GPGPU Nvidia CUDA libraries is extensively described in [17].

Figure 3 shows the mesh used by the EN4EM numerical code to simulate the Heteropolar Electrodynamic Bearing. The whole system has been discretized with 500 elementary volumes and the time to simulate the system at a fixed out-centered position and at a given angular speed was about 120 s.
Fig. 4. The magnetic flux density B vectors in the system (dx=1 mm), produced only by the PM.

Fig. 5. The magnetic flux density B vectors in the system (dx=1 mm), produced only by the currents induced in the coils when the rotor spins at 7200 rpm. The currents in the coils are: $i_1=0.096$ A, $i_2=i_3=-0.047$ A. Coils are numbered according to Fig. 2.

As an example of software capabilities, Fig. 4 and 5 show the magnetic flux density vectors in the symmetry plane ($z=0$) of the system obtained by using the EN4EM code (for the sake of readability only a quarter of the system is shown). Although the code is able to simulate all the 6 DOF, in order to allow the comparison with the experimental results, the rotor has been constrained in some fixed out-centered positions. Then, several configurations of the device have been simulated by varying the spin speed and the center shift along the x and y directions. Other applications of the codes are reported in [17-20].

IV. THE TEST BENCH

The test bench is designed to operate in quasi-static conditions, i.e., the rotor spins in a fixed out-centered position relatively to the stator. Although the test bench was initially designed to operate up to 60,000 rpm, in order to reduce vibrations it has been used up to 7200 rpm only [21]. The rotor is driven by an external motor. The stator coils are glued inside a plastic structure. This plastic structure is mounted on a xy manual stage, allowing displacing the stator with respect to the rotor with a micrometer precision. The prototype is encased inside an enclosure for safety. The test bench is also equipped with a 6-axis force sensor, measuring the reaction forces on the stator winding. The test bench, with the safety enclosure opened, is represented in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The test bench.

V. RESULTS

The numerical formulation described in Section 3 has been used to perform the analysis of the described device operating under different conditions.

A first set of simulations has been performed in order to investigate the induced EMF in the open-circuited coils, as a function of spin speed and for different center shifts. Figure 7 shows the comparison between the computed results and the experimental data of the resultant induced EMF at the series connection of coils 1 and 1' (connected with discordant fluxes) as a function of time for a center shift $dx=1$ mm and at a spin speed of 6000 rpm (counterclockwise). The results are fully satisfactory. Figure 8 reports the induced EMF (peak-to-peak) as a function of the center shift dx at the speed of 7200 rpm. The results show that the maximum errors obtained in the comparison with the experimental measurements are below 4%, confirming a good agreement between the simulations and the experimental
data. The computed results for $V_2(dx)$ and $V_3(dx)$ differ from those of $V_1(dx)$ for less than 1% and are not reported in the figure.

Fig. 7. Induced EMF $V_1$ in the (open-circuited) coils 1 and 1' as a function of time (dx=1mm, @6000 rpm).

Fig. 8. Induced EMF in the (open-circuited) coils as a function of center shift dx (@7200 rpm).

The induced EMF should be zero when the rotor is centered, referring to the null-flux criterion, and it can be observed in Fig. 8 that it is indeed the case for the numerical model but not for the experimental data. This is due to some asymmetry between the phases, due for instance to their geometric precision, which leads to a magnetic center which is not coincident for each phase. This asymmetry can also been observed on the spreading of the EMF measured for each center shift.

Furthermore, the simulated value of coefficient for the induced EMF is $K_s=10.6 \ [\text{Vs/rad m}]$, with an error of about 9% w.r.t. the measurements.

A second set of simulations has been performed with the windings short-circuited. In this case, the rotor is fixed in some out-centered positions $dx=[0; 0.25; 0.50; 0.75; 1.0; 1.25] \ \text{mm}$ and rotates at different constant spin speeds. Figure 9 shows the time varying currents in the short-circuited windings for a center shift $dx=1 \ \text{mm}$, @ 7200 rpm. Figure 9 confirms the great similarity of the simulation results on each phase announced on the analysis of Fig. 7. Since the rotor spin speed has been kept constant, the transient behavior of the currents takes into account only the electrical time constant.

In particular the reported waveforms are obtained by simultaneously shorting the three windings by closing three switches when the polar axis of the flux density distribution of the PMs on the rotor is aligned with the axis of the coils 1 and 1'. The left part of Fig. 2 shows the position of the rotor with respect to the windings at the moment of closing the switches.

We have not taken experimental measurements of the currents, but the accuracy of the computations can be indirectly assumed by the values of the forces produced by the interaction of these currents with the flux density by the PM as shown by Figs. 10 and 11.

These figures respectively show the centering forces $F_x(dx)$, $F_y(dy)$ (i.e., the forces acting along the direction of the displacement of the rotor) and perpendicular forces $F_y(dy)$, $F_x(dx)$ as a function of center shift dx or dy. In the same figures the experimental measurements have also been reported. The comparison shows a maximum error of about 5% for the centering force, and an error of about 10% for the perpendicular one, confirming a good agreement between the simulations results and the measurements.

Fig. 10. Centering forces $F_x(dx)$ and $F_y(dy)$ as a function of center shift dx (@7200 rpm).
Fig. 11. Perpendicular forces $F_x(dy)$, $F_y(dx)$ as a function of center shift $dx$ (@7200 rpm).

Only one centering and one perpendicular computed forces are reported in the figures, since the others are very close to the reported ones (the differences are less than 1%). During the simulations we noticed that the perpendicular force is very sensitive to the distance between the rotor and the coils. This is due to the profile of the magnetic flux density $B$ produced by the permanent magnet.

Figure 12 shows the profiles of the centering $F_x(dx)$ and perpendicular force $F_y(dx)$ for different center shifts $dx$ as a function of spin speed in the range $[0 - 7200]$ rpm.

About the accuracy of the computed data reported in Fig. 12, let us consider Figs. 10 and 11, which report the forces in correspondence of several displacements at the speed of 7200 rpm. Also Figs. 13 and 14 show the comparison at the displacement of $1.25$ mm for several spin speeds. The agreement between experimental and computed data in the range of displacement and speed as in Fig. 12 is comparable with the ones shown on Figs. 10, 11, 13 and 14, and is fully satisfactory.

The same figures also report the comparison with the experimental measurements in the range $[0 - 7200]$ rpm, showing a good agreement. It can also be observed on these figures that at the spin speed of 7200 rpm, the parasitic force, perpendicular to the center shift is more important than the restoring force. This is due to the fact that, at that spin speed, the rotor is not spinning fast enough in comparison to the electrical pole. The restoring force becomes more important and the parasitic perpendicular force becomes smaller when the spin speed becomes higher than the electrical pole of the system [7]. For this prototype to be able to work in dynamic conditions, the spin speed should be higher, and additional external damping should also be added [8].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A numerical analysis of a Heteropolar Electrodynamic Bearing has been presented. The simulations have been performed by the use of a numerical code based on a 3D integral formulation, previously developed at the University of Pisa for research purposes, and
capable to simulate coupled electro/mechanical problems with up to six degree of freedoms. The code shares a number of features of integral formulations, in particular the capability of producing acceptable results with very poor discretizations which require short computation times. For the magnetic bearing under test we used a model with about 500 elementary volumes which was able to produce results in very good agreement with the experimental measurements. The ongoing work is aimed to investigate the behavior of the HEDB taking into account further degrees of freedom during dynamic operation.
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